PERMANENT FOREST CONSERVATION EASEMENT SIGNAGE

NOTE:
ALL WOOD SHALL BE PRESSURE TREATED SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE OR CEDAR.

ALL FASTENERS SHALL BE STAINLESS STEEL 1-1/2" IN LENGTH.

ALL POSTS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG FOREST CONSERVATION EASEMENT LINE AS SPECIFIED PER APPROVED FINAL FOREST CONSERVATION PLAN OR M-NCPBC FIELD INSPECTOR'S INSTRUCTIONS.

CAPPED POST OR BEVELED EDGE.

5 1/2"X8" METAL FOREST CONSERVATION SIGNS (AS SPECIFIED BY M-NCPBC)

6x6x8 PRESSURE TREATED WOODEN POST

COMPACT SOIL TO ADJACENT UNDISTURBED SOIL DENSITY. ADD QUICK CRETE TO SOIL MIXTURE AS NECESSARY TO CREATE FIRM FOUNDATION. SLOPE TOP OF FOOTING FOR POSITIVE DRAINAGE.

FINISHED GRADE

INSTALL GRAVEL SUMP PRIOR TO POST INSTALLATION. OVER EXCAVATE POST HOLE AS NECESSARY.
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